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the grand prix of the unsaif film festival went to christophe barratier for his debut feature. the film
itself was awarded the golden leopard in locarno. the film is set in the prison of montbéliard, and

uses a black and white visual style. it is widely considered to be the first film in france to employ the
"cahiers du cinéma" visually distanced approach. the score is by the rock band agir. there are many
reasons people enjoy classics like this one and more because of the structure of the film. the action

is linear, making it an easy and enjoyable film to watch without having to spend too much time
trying to follow the ins and outs of every plot twist. there are some fantastic actors that stand out in
the film, such as michael lonsdale, michael fassbender, noémie eléna, and the lead, amira casar. all
of these actors give strong performances, bringing the characters to life and making their personal

goals more relatable. on top of that, the film features superb music by marwan smili, with additional
music by ida kar and alexandre arnoux. there are certain elements of this story that seem to be a bit
repetitive, but despite that, its still a very enjoyable film to watch. the film is decent and overall fun,

and definitely worth watching if you dont have the time to watch the grand prix of the unsaif film
festival. this is the fifth film by french filmmaker christophe barratier. his previous movies include il
espion du cardinal (cherchez l'idiot) (2000), touche pas à mon bébé (2003), midnight riders (2005),

and la boîte noire (2007).
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where to start? american audiences may be familiar with jacquie trincher, who was a courtroom
personality on the hit series perry mason and the horror/thriller movies the shining (1980) and the

fog (1980). she's also an accomplished singer, having performed at carnegie hall and sang the hymn
"how great thou art" at the finale of super bowl xx in detroit. premiering at the toronto film festival,
the 2 week affair seems to be fresh off its award-winning sundance film festival premiere as well.

emma and ryan head to a swiss ski resort, where ryan falls for the resort’s enigmatic fire chief, while
emma finds her mojo when she catches a glimpse of ryan’s other woman. as the pair hash out the

dating deal, its quickly clear that emma needs some time in the italian sun, while ryan wants to
make it happen. its been a tumultuous year for ryan, who becomes obsessed with his music career

after his first and only hit song, "show me your tits," gains him a record deal with the biggest label in
the business. but ryan loses the label to pete, the head of a rival label who wants to capitalize on
ryan’s success. ernesti is a proud, handsome young wrestler living in a small village in rural south

korea. he dreams of performing for the top boxing league of the world in hong kong, but his parents
do not approve of the idea. after his parents agree to let him go, ernesti travels to hong kong to fulfill

his dream. of course, hes not prepared for the wild lifestyle that awaits him, and after being the
victim of street crime, he finds himself in a new life in this over-the-top setting. he learns to fight,

learns to play guitar, and learns to survive in hong kong. 5ec8ef588b
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